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Hello everyone!

Time flies, and before we know it, we are now in
the second half of the year. In this third issue of
SparkleLink, we have some exciting articles for
you. These include tips on how to build a healthy
parent-child relationship, a feature on Ms Penny 
Quek, winner of the 2016 Outstanding Early
Childhood Leader Award, and a look at the winners
of the annual Speak Mandarin Campaign Parent
-Child Talent Competition (PCTC) 2017.

A close bond between parents and their children 
needs to be nurtured. In this issue, we have
included two articles on tips and activities that
you can consider to enhance the quality and time
with your child.

At this year’s Speak Mandarin Campaign Parent
-Child Talent Competition (PCTC), our teams
managed to bag the champion and first runner
up awards. Having seen the performances of the
parent and child teams from our centres during
the finals, I want to congratulate all of them for the 
stellar display of talent.

Our Executive Principal Ms Penny Quek won
the Outstanding Early Childhood Leader Award
in 2016. This prestigious award recognises her 
remarkable leadership, mentorship and effort in 
nurturing educators.

All these awards continue to serve as a mark of quality that our children and staff possess. I take great pride
in knowing that the effort and quality service that our centres provide are recognised at the national level. 
These awards also motivate all of us to be the best of who we can be.

This year, Singapore celebrates her 52nd birthday. We have come a long way and overcame many odds to 
build a nation and a home. Through our many activities both in and outside the classroom, we will inculcate in 
our Sparkletots children qualities of resilience, hardwork, diligence and uprighteous. These are also the very 
qualities that our pioneer generation possessed to build the Singapore of today.

Best wishes and Happy National Day!
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Bonding with your
child at home

WRITTEN BY QAC PRISCILLA KOH & JEAN TEH

Finding the bond, the emotional connection that ties a parent and a child can be a struggle for some parents, 
especially full-time working parents. And yes! It takes a lot of effort to fully attend to another human being, but the 
quality time spent with your child will certainly make a difference in his/her emotional and behavioral well-being.

Admitting that you’re struggling to bond with your child is a brave, vital step. It is then about doing practical things 
to work through your feelings and start forging a connection. So, how can you connect with your child? Here are 

some activities which you can do with your child in the comfort of your home.

If your children don’t seem interested, that is okay! Just follow their cue, do what they love and have fun             
together. With their contribution of ideas, we are sure you can create a fun list of activities to do with them

that help strengthen the family bond. 

ELECTRONIC
• Play video games
• Watch funny videos               

together on YouTube
• Have an age-appropriate 

movie marathon

QUIET TIME
• Read a story
• Work on puzzle together
• Construct structures with 

LEGO bricks
• Give your child a massage

GET MESSY
• Face paint each other’s face
• Finger paint with soap paints         

on the window
• Make homemade play dough
• Have a bubble bath

HANDS-ON
• Make homemade toys 
• Make a family scrapbook
• Cook up a simple dish
• Spring cleaning
• Do scientific experienments

THE MORE THE MERRIER
• Play charades
• Play family board/card games
• Have meals
• String a story

PHYSICAL PLAY
• Pillow fight
• Play tickles
• Play balloon tennis
• Play Twister 
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“As a leader, I aspire to move beyond the 
norms, and influence others to envision
and venture towards new possibilities.”

- Penny Quek

Early childhood is filled with many exciting
opportunities for a child’s growth and development. 
What children learn and experience during their
early years can shape their views of themselves 
and the world. As such, it is our duty as leaders to 
ensure that we create the best learning environment 
to engage the children as they take their first steps
in their journey of lifelong learning. 

My leadership philosophy has been shaped by
many factors. The first of which is the inspiration
from a quote by Henry Kissinger, “The task of the 
leader is to get his people from where they are to 
where they have not been.” As a leader, I aspire to 
move beyond the norms, and influence others to
envision and venture towards new possibilities. 

 A set of values which I live by and has been
critical in shaping every decision and move I make
is ‘Respect’ and ‘Integrity’. They have been my
guiding principles in my leadership journey. It is 
important to foster a culture of respect where there 
is mutual understanding and appreciation among 
colleagues, children and stakeholders. I also strongly 
believe that integrity must be a part of our lives.
Trustworthiness is the foundation for a successful 
team work and partnership. 

Executive Principal 
Sparkletots Preschool @ Nee Soon East Blk 223

Penny Quek
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MY LEADERSHIP
JOURNEY

Lifelong learning is another important contributing
factor that has brought me to where I am today.
I actively engage in learning every day - learning
takes place the moment I open the door to welcome 
our children. Thus besides leading teachers in
developing their individual professional development 
plan, I also place high emphasis on nurturing a
Community of Practice through exploring new
approaches, identifying teachable moments and
sharing of new knowledge.

In today’s globalized world, it is imperative for leaders 
to stay abreast of current practices. Early Childhood 
professionals have to constantly keep abreast of
pedagogical shifts in education that emphasize
learning to build new knowledge, learning to deal with 
changes, and learning with others. These shifts have 
offered many exciting challenges for leaders to lead 
their teams in experimenting new approaches and 
provide opportunities for exploration of best practices 
for ongoing improvements.

WHEN I JOIN PCF:
 Joined PCF Toa Payoh Central as an
English Language teacher in December 2009.

I AM HAPPY WHEN:
Daily happy hour with my family!

MY HOBBY IS:
 Photography!  It allows me to zoom and
view thing from different perspective.



Bond
through
a tree

Let your children recognise who is in the 
family, especially extended ones, through 
creating a family tree together.

MATERIALS NEEDED:
    Green-coloured papers

    Carton box 

    Green & brown paint 
    - in various shades
    Paint brushes
      Glue
    A pair of scissors 

    Photographs of family      
    members

1. Mummies/Daddies to cut out the shape

    of a tree trunk from the carton box.

2. Let your children cut out the crown of   

the tree from the coloured papers.

3. Let your children paint different shades   
of green for the leaves and brown for    

the trunk.                                        

4. Allow the crown and trunk to dry         

before attaching them together.  

5. Cut out shapes of leaves using the         

remaining coloured paper. 

6. Paste the leaves onto the tree. 

7. Paste the photographs on to the tree. 

HOW TO CREATE THE TREE:

FUN TIPS!
1. Create a garden for the tree by using the same       

material - This exercises your  children’s creativity.

2. Recycle – Get your children to look for the coloured 
papers through past periodicals. 

3. Get your child to ask each family member for the 
photos, so they can learn who they are too. 

!!
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Central China Normal
University

OLEP  with

Since 2016, the Overseas Chinese Affairs Office of 
the State Council (国务院侨办) and Central China 
Normal University (华中师范大学) jointly organizes 
the “Chinese Education • Chinese Teacher
Certification” (华文教育 • 华文教师证书) Training 
Program for Overseas Chinese Teachers. 

The Fundamentals of
Chinese Language

• Chinese vocabulary          
knowledge and teaching

• Knowledge and teaching         
of Chinese characters

• Grammar knowledge             
and teaching

The Theory and
Methods of Chinese
Language Teaching

• Chinese Teaching Foundation

• Chinese Classroom Teaching

• Reading Aloud Techniques

Child’s psychological 
cognitive development

• Abacus

• Educational Psychology

• Eastern and Western            
Philosophy

Largely sponsored by the Overseas Affairs Office
of the State Council, PCF sent a total of 19 teachers
in earlier this year to participate in the programme.
The topics covered included: The fundamentals of
Chinese Language, the theory and methods of Chinese 
Language Sparkletots teaching and child’s psychological
cognitive develeopment. The Sparkletots teachers
found the program very useful and have given
very positive feedback.

Overseas Learning Exchange Program (OLEP)
is a PCF HR initiative that aims to enhance the
professional development and quality of our
Sparkletots teachers.

June 2016
1. Sengkang Central    Chen Su-Jen (Leader) 
2. Radin Mas            Ying Changyi
3. Queenstown        Li Xiaodan
4. Nee Soon            Yuan Dongmei
5. Braddell Heights    Hia Moy Eng
6. Admiralty             Liu Xiaomi
7. Sengkang West   Cai Zhenzhen
8. Bukit Timah         Chen Meiya
9. Tampines Central   Cai Yi An
10. Fengshan             Zheng Jin Zhu

December 2016
1. Tampines Central      Sun Ninger (Leader)
2. Punggol East          Zhang Qian
3. Kreta Ayer-Kim Seng      Li Ming
4. Pasir Ris East         Ong Chong Ngoh

June 2017
1. Sengkang Central                  Zhou Yu Hua
2. Telok Blangah          Chen Chuanmei
3. Woodlands             Chen Bizhu
4. Tanjong Pagar-Tiong Bahru    Lu Hongxia
5. Queenstown           Jiang Jilan

TEACHERS WHO ATTENDED THE TRAINING PROGRAM

It’s a PCF HR Initiative!
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On 3 June 2017, Sparkletots had a strong showing at the Speak Mandarin Campaign Parent-Child 
Talent Competition (PCTC) 2017 Grand Finals held at the Singapore Chinese Cultural Centre. This 
is an annual national competition organized by the Promote Mandarin Council which attracted the      
participation of many preschools throughout the country.

This year, 153 Sparkletots teams were among the contestants that competed for the top prizes. Our 
children and their parents did very well to win the hearts of the judges and the audience with their 
impressive show of talents. Nine out of 12 Finalists in the Preschool Category were from Sparkletots 
Preschools.

Sparkletots would like to extend our heartiest congratulations to Lim Ze Hang (Telok Blangah Blk 
78A) and Lim Jing En Elizabeth (Tampines Changkat Blk 284) for winning the first and second prizes                  
respectively.  We would like to thank all parents for their participation and creating this memorable 
moment together with their children.

COMPETITION
PAR E N T - CHIL D

Lim Ze Hang with his parents
(Telok Blangah Blk 78A)

1st Prize Winner
Lim Jing En Elizabeth with her mother

(Tampines Changkat Blk 284)

2nd Prize Winner

Top 3 winners with GOH, Ms Sim Ann

and Chairman of organizing committee,

Mr Seow Choke Meng
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$

WALK-IN INTERVIEW
Monday - Friday from 10am to 4pm Except Public Holidays & eve of Public Holidays

Blk 57B New Upper Changi Road #01-1402, Singapore 463057
       Email your resume to hr.recruit@pcf.org.sg          Call us at 6244 4600 

Do you desire to nurture the young?
If you are a professional who’s passionate about inspiring and moulding 

the young,  JOIN US! Be part of the team that finds fulfilment in nurturing 

young children and walking beside them, helping them grow and learn! 

Positions Available
•  Centre Principal

•  Preschool Teacher 

•  Infant Educarer

•  Cook & Cleaner
Successful applicants will enjoy a competitive salary and Course Sponsorships are available!

Terms and conditions apply
$200 cOOK &

cLEANER

$500 PRINCIPAL

aSSISTANT 
TEACHERS$300

ENGLISH lANGUAGE 
TEACHER & INFANT
CARE EDUCARER$400


